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Hadden Family Foundation Helps Hungry Students 



Berner Trail Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 380

Berner Trail P.S. is located north of  Sheppard Ave. and east of  

Neilson Rd. in the Scarborough community of  Malvern. 

Poverty is a reality for many of  the children attending this 

school whose families are living below the poverty line.

As we reach the end of  the second year of  support for this 

program from the Hadden Family Foundation, we see that the 

nutrition program has become fully sustainable!  The program 

has seen an increase in volunteer  involvement and  the TFSS 

has been has been successful in finding new funding partners 

for the program. As well, for the first time, the nutrition 

program at  Berner Trail also received  municipal support this 

year.  This is truly a success story!  Thanks to the support of  

the Hadden Family Foundation while the breakfast program 

was establishing itself, the breakfast program is thriving.

Birchmount Park Collegiate Institute – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 110

Birchmount Park C.I. is located in the Danforth Ave. and 

Birchmount Rd. area of  Scarborough. 

Fresh fruit, milk, muesli muffins and yogurt are only some 

of  the healthy foods the teens at Birchmount Collegiate 

enjoy for breakfast. The equipment purchased last year with 

funds from the Hadden Family Foundation has allowed the 

program to buy/store in bulk and make more foods “from 

scratch”. Students are very involved in this program and 

have learned to shop using coupons and purchasing items 

on sale. 

While they continue to struggle with finding new sources 

of  funds, their reduction of   food costs has greatly 

improved their overall financial future.  

The Toronto Foundation 

for Student Success has 

managed to secure some 

long term financial 

support for Birchmount 

Park CI and will continue 

to work with them to seek 

new funding sources. They 

have come a long way and 

we are confident that they 

are on the road to greater 

sustainability. 



Bliss Carmen Senior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 345

Bliss Carmen Sr. P.S. is located at Kingston Rd. 

and Bellamy Rd. S. and serves a large, multi-

cultural community. Many of  the students come 

from refugee families living in the “Kingston 

Road motel strip”. 

In their first year, this breakfast program really 

struggled to get off  the ground.  If  it weren’t 

for the support of  the Hadden Family 

Foundation it very likely would not have made 

it through that difficult year.  We’re very pleased 

to report that now, at the end of  the second 

year, the program is thriving!  Their outreach 

and fundraising efforts have improved 

significantly and the program is now nearly 

sustainable.

Thanks to the Feeding Hungry Minds 

program,  every child at Bliss Carmen eats a 

healthy breakfast in their classroom, every day!  

Cedar Drive Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 800

The students at Cedar Drive Jr. P.S. come 

from a wide variety of  cultural backgrounds 

with a significant number of  new immigrant 

students arriving from Middle Eastern and 

East Indian countries. Many of  these 

students and their families are housed in 

motels along Kingston Road.  

The breakfast program at Cedar Drive Jr P.S. 

has changed the climate at the school.  With 

every student eating a healthy meal every 

school day, teachers are reporting greater 

attention in class and fewer behavioural 

issues.

With far too many of  the families at this 

school living ‘hand-to-mouth” it has been 

hard to count on them as a source of  funds 

for the program.  TFSS will continue to work 

with their committed team to apply for funds 

from foundations, corporations and others.  



Cedarbrook Public School – Year 1 

Number of  children nourished:      427

What an exciting year it has been at 

Cedarbrook P.S.  The school grew by even 

greater numbers than expected and the 

breakfast program managed to feed them all 

every morning thanks to the support of  the 

Hadden Family Foundation!  

Students in grades 7 and 8 help parent 

volunteers pack the breakfast in bins and 

then they deliver the bins to each classroom.  

This has been an excellent leadership 

opportunity for the senior students and has 

given them the chance to help the full-day 

kindergarten students learn about healthy 

eating.  

They have increased the amount of  parent 

contributions and continue to apply to 

larger funding organizations. All told, it has 

been a tremendous start and we have high 

hopes for this dedicated group of  staff  and 

volunteers!  

Charles Gordon Senior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished:      400 

Thanks to the “hand up” provided by the Feeding Hungry Minds program, 

the breakfast program at Charles Gordon developed into a fully sustainable 

program by the end of  its second year of  funding! Key to their success was 

the investment in commercial equipment that helped the volunteers cook  

more efficiently and made the job more enjoyable.  

The community partner they attracted last year renewed their support and is 

working with them to find other local contributors. TFSS was thrilled to be 

able to help them secure municipal and provincial funding as well as other 

long-term funding commitments that will ensure this program continues to 

nourish students into the future. 



Chester Le Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 195

The universal breakfast program has become an integral part 

of  the school day at Chester Lee and is eagerly anticipated 

every morning by the children.   

The school has been raising money to support their program 

through in-school fundraising and outreach to the 

community. While they have seen some success, this is not an 

affluent community and the money is hard to raise.  TFSS 

has secured one partner for the school who has committed 

to long term funding and we are working to find other 

partners. 

The nutrition program at Chester Le Junior P.S. is working 

hard to become sustainable and is slowly making progress.

City Alternative School – Year 2

City Alternative School is an alternative secondary school 

located on the waterfront. This school draws students 

from across the city who don’t feel comfortable and 

accepted in their home secondary schools. Students 

attending City Alternative School face many varied 

challenges including poverty, teen pregnancy,  and 

experience with the youth justice system. 

Even with the support of  Feeding Hungry Minds, the 

breakfast program at City Alternative School was unable 

to operate this year because the staff  were overtaxed and 

they were not able to secure volunteers to help. At this 

time they do not think it will be possible to operate the 

program next year either.  The funding has been held and 

we recommend utilising these funds to help another 

school that is more ready to start a program.

TFSS is conscious of  student need and will continue to 

keep in contact with the school to see if  we can help 

resume the program at a later date.



Don Mills Collegiate Institute and Don Mills Middle 

School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 340 

Don Mills C.I. and Don Mills M.S. are located side-by-side just 

off  of  Don Mills Rd., north of  Eglinton Ave. The community 

surrounding Don Mills C.I. and Don Mills M.S. is a mixture of  

working class families with pockets of  families living on social 

assistance. 

The integrated program between the high school and the 

middle school continues to be a great success!  Combining their 

efforts and reducing the amount of  equipment required has 

helped the program cost far less to run than if  they ran them 

separately.  There continue to be wonderful opportunities for 

mentoring with high-school students connecting with younger 

students in a safe and comfortable environment.

This year the schools received new support from a local grocery 

store who contributed $1,500 in gift cards and TFSS was able to 

help them secure a national funder! 

The staff  and students are proud of  their accomplishments and 

grateful to the Hadden Family Foundation for support to get 

them working as a team!



Dorset Park Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 231

Dorset Park P.S. is located near Lawrence Ave. and Kennedy Rd. in a 

community often beset with gang activity. Thanks to the support of  

the Feeding Hungry Minds program, every child in the school now 

enjoys a healthy breakfast every school day. 

This thriving program didn’t miss a beat when the school expanded to 

include full-day kindergarten this year!  More mouths means more 

funds required  and TFSS has made this school a priority for 2014.  

While we have had some success, it has been a challenge.  Nonetheless 

we believe that slowly this program will reach financial sustainability.

East York Alternative Secondary School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished:      60

The students at East York Alternative School  

struggle more than most in our city and the lunch 

program established there helps make things a little 

better for the 60 students taking part.  This program 

does more than feed the students – it teaches them 

to plan meals, budget, shop effectively, prepare 

healthy food, and learn about good nutrition. These 

skills will last a lifetime.

We’re very pleased to report that the partnerships 

brokered last year by the Toronto Foundation for 

Student Success have been renewed and this 

critical program shows great potential for long 

term sustainability.  Considering all the other 

issues these students and caring teachers face 

together in a day, it is great to know, at very least, 

that healthy food is available for them at school 

every day.



Emery Collegiate Institute – Year 2 

Number of  children nourished: 950 

Emery C.I. is located near Jane St. and Finch Ave., one of  the most impoverished 

areas in Toronto. The students desperately need the fundamental basics to grow 

and thrive and with 68% leaving their home each day without breakfast, a healthy 

morning meal at school is truly essential.

The TDSB research department has noted that the graduation rate at Emery 

Collegiate increased by 17% with the introduction of  the breakfast program and 

suspension rates are down 50% from 2007.  

This is a huge program and the school is very grateful for the support from the 

Hadden Family Foundation.  This year the funding provided 6,000 healthy 

breakfasts for the teens at this at-risk school.

Eastview Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 450

Eastview Jr. P.S. is located just south of  Kingston Road and east of  Morningside 

Avenue. Eastview Jr. P.S. has a high Aboriginal population and 52% of  the families 

of  the children attending the school live in poverty.  The community has little 

capacity for fundraising as it is economically depressed.

The Toronto Foundation for Student Success has continued to work with this 

school and together we were successful in our application for new municipal 

funding. Additionally, the funding that TFSS helped them secure last year has been 

renewed and the program is doing well.  The support of  the  Hadden Family 

Foundation has made a huge difference to the children in this community.



Emily Carr Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 430

The breakfast program at Emily Carr has made a huge 

difference to the lives of  the children in this Malvern 

community school. They are very grateful to the Feeding 

Hungry Minds program.

This year, the school successfully applied for municipal 

funding and will now shift their focus to in-school 

fundraising opportunities.  This was a really important step 

for them as they welcomed Full Day Kindergarten in their 

school and desperately wanted to make sure that they 

could expand the program to feed all the new little mouths 

staying at school all day!  They are grateful to the Hadden 

Family Foundation for the past two years of  support that 

have helped them develop into a solid program with a 

bright future!

“Thank you.  I like not being hungry and eating my breakfast with my 
friends and Mrs. Feeney.  My favourite is breakfast pizza but I also like fruit 
cup.”

- John (grade 1)

First Nations Junior and Senior School of  Toronto - Year 2

Number of  students nourished:      100

First Nations Jr. and Sr. School of  Toronto is a unique school that 

welcomes Aboriginal children from across the city. Most of  the 

students at First Nations Jr and Sr. School are bussed to school 

making their mornings start very early. Most children come to 

school not only without breakfast but also without a lunch.  

Because of  the extreme need the school tries to provide a healthy 

breakfast and lunch for their students every day which is 

challenging.  

The school is very grateful to the Hadden Family Foundation for 

making the breakfast program possible because there are no 

parental contributions to the program. 

The TFSS has been working to raise funds for the programs but  

the funds  needed are significant. The staff  and Elders work 

together on fundraising initiatives and finding new supporters but 

the funds needed are significant. Their goal is sustainability but it 

is slow going.



General Brock Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 412

Thanks to the Feeding Hungry Minds Program the new 

breakfast program at General Brock P.S. was a tremendous 

success again this year!  

Volunteers are busy preparing the food using the 

equipment purchased with support of  the Hadden Family 

Foundation.  After two years this programs is truly a 

success story and we are very pleased to let you know that 

TFSS has worked hard with the school to secure partners 

that will ensure the future of  the program. 

The breakfast program at General Brock P.S. is now on its 

feet and financially sustainable.

Flemington Public School – Year 1 

Number of  children nourished: 350

Flemington P.S. is located in the Priority Neighbourhood of  

Lawrence Heights. A full 60% of  the students at the school speak 

English as a second language and a higher than average percentage 

are registered in their special education program.  Incredibly, 70% of  

these families live on an annual household income of  under $30,000 

and over 40% of  the families are led by a single mother. This need 

and their determined spirit to run a strong breakfast program for all 

the children in the school is what led us to suggest them as a 

recipient of  support from the Hadden Family Foundation.  

Their passion remains strong but they have faced numerous hurdles 

this year and find themselves not as far along the road to 

sustainability as they had planned. Their much loved Principal had 

an accident in December and suffered a brain injury.  Since then, 

they have had two different interim Principals, resulting in an 

enormous work load for the VP.  Fundraising for the nutrition 

program had previously been the VP’s responsibility but with the 

increased workload and need of  her leadership throughout the 

school, fundraising targets were not met. 

Thanks to the support of  the Hadden Family Foundation, the 

Flemington P.S. breakfast program still operated every morning.   

We believe that with additional support from the team at the 

Toronto Foundation for Student Success they will be able to 

rekindle their fundraising efforts next year and again become a 

school program with a solid chance of  sustainability.
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Golf  Road Junior Public School– Year 1 

Number of  children nourished: 340

This was the first year for the breakfast program at Golf  

Road Jr. P.S., which is located near Lawrence Avenue 

East and Markham Road on Scarborough Golf  Club 

Road.

Thanks to the Hadden Family Foundation,  the children 

in this high-need community receive a healthy breakfast 

every morning in their classrooms! The teachers are 

seeing a difference in the behaviour and achievement of  

the children.

We are very excited because starting in September 2014, 

Golf  Road will be eligible for a modest amount of  

municipal funding which will help towards achieving 

their goal of  sustainability.  With the continued support 

of  Feeding Hungry Minds, the breakfast program at 

Golf  Road Jr. P.S. will make it through their first critical 

years, giving them time to establish relationships within 

the community that will ensure that the program thrives 

and continues into the future.

Grey Owl Junior Public School– Year 1 

Number of  children nourished: 300

Grey Owl Jr. P.S. is located north of  Sheppard Ave. and east of  Neilson 

Rd. in the Scarborough community of  Malvern.  This community is 

where many new Canadians make their home. Poverty is a reality for 

many of  the children attending this school whose families are living 

below the poverty line.   

The breakfast program at Grey Owl Jr. PS made some excellent first 

steps towards sustainability this year.  They successfully applied for 

municipal funding and they increased the amount raised from in-school 

fundraising and from parents. Support from Feeding Hungry Minds has 

acted as a catalyst to make sure that this program is on solid ground and 

able to hold its own in years to come.
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H.A Halbert Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 220

H.A. Halbert Jr. P.S. is located on McCowan Rd. just north 

of  Kingston Rd. in the Cliffcrest community of  

Scarborough. The need for a breakfast program was even 

greater than we anticipated.   With the introduction of  the 

breakfast program the number of  children participating 

soared from the expected 50 to 220 children! With the 

increase in children participating we have also seen an 

increase in parental participation and volunteerism.

Thanks to the Hadden Family Foundation, H.A. Halbert Jr. 

P.S.  Has been able to  work on community outreach  and is 

building a solid and sustainable breakfast program. 

TFSS will continue to work with this program to reduce food 

costs through better purchasing processes and will help them 

in their goal of  finding new financial support.  

Guildwood Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 200

Although the school is located in Guildwood, half  of  the 

students at Guildwood Jr. P.S. are drawn from rental 

apartment buildings on Kingston Road.  

With the help of  Feeding Hungry Minds, the breakfast 

program at Guildwood Jr. P.S. has increased its funding 

support and its volunteer base. Last year they recruited 

volunteers from a nearby school that teaches students with 

developmental delays. This relationship has flourished and 

has impacted the emotional well-being of  the student 

volunteers and the younger ones they serve.

The Toronto Foundation for Student Success worked with 

Guildwood Jr. P.S. to secure municipal funding as well as 

matching funds from a new partner. We are confident that 

this program will continue to develop and become a fully 

sustainable program that improves the physical and 

emotional lives of  all the students involved.
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Highland Heights Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 55 

Highland Heights Jr. P.S. is located just south of  

Finch Ave. between Birchmount Ave. and Kennedy 

Rd. This community is home to many new 

Canadians from South and East Asia. 

A sustainable program requires a supportive staff, 

enthusiastic volunteers, parental involvement as well 

as financial resources. It has been very difficult 

finding volunteers to support this program as many 

parents work two jobs and the number of  children 

the program is able to nourish  has 

decreased significantly.  

TFSS is working with the TDSB to see how we can 

better support this program and to increase the 

number of  children participating.  Highland Heights 

has run into some obstacles but we are determined 

to help the program surmount them.

Inglewood Heights Public School – Year 1 

Number of  children nourished:    220  

Inglewood Heights Jr. P.S. is located between the neighbourhoods of  

Dorset Park and Steeles-L’Amoreaux in Scarborough. The community is 

home to many new Canadians who are working hard to establish 

themselves, and their children, in their new country.

Nearly 90% of  the parents of  children attending Inglewood Heights Jr. 

P.S. and 66% of  the students were born outside of  Canada. 

The principal at Inglewood Heights Jr. P.S was determined  to expand 

the snack program to a breakfast program, served in class, for all the 

students at the school and her passion has led to success!  Breakfast is 

now served every day, there is a dedicated team of  volunteers and the 

program received funding from both a large organization and the City 

of  Toronto.  With the help of  Feeding Hungry Minds, the principal was 

able to establish a great program, recruit a solid crew and develop best 

practices. This program is progressing swiftly towards financial 

sustainability.  
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“Thank you for helping our breakfast program. We know that it helps us to learn if we eat 
all our breakfast – even the things we don’t really like.  Mostly I like everything but there 
are some things I would trade.  I don’t like yogurt.  Other things are really good.  I like 
apples.” 
Grade 3 Student
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John McCrae Public School – Year 1

Number of  students nourished: 750

This was a challenging year for this school with the 

closing of  nearby Pringdale Gardens P.S. and 458 new 

students transferring to John McCrae.  This was 

extremely stressful for the young program as they has 

trouble recruiting enough volunteer to nourish all 750 

student more than twice per week.

The Principal has reached out to parents and volunteers 

and hopes to expand the program to more days next 

September. Progress has been made in securing 

sustainable funding but the enormous growth in numbers 

means many more partners will need to be found.

TFSS will continue to work with John McCrae through 

the 2014/2015 school year to help recruit volunteers and 

to find partners to help with equipment needs.

John A Leslie Public School – Year 1 

Number of  students nourished:

John A Leslie P.S. is located Kingston Road and 

Midland Avenue in Scarborough. The community is 

home to many new Canadians who are working hard 

to establish themselves, and their children, in their 

new country.

The parents, children and teachers are thrilled with 

their new breakfast program!  This school had been 

asking for a program for two years and thanks to the 

Feeding Hungry Minds Program this year their dream 

came true.

Already the teachers are noticing a difference in their 

classrooms.  The children are more attentive, able to 

concentrate and appear less tired.  As the children 

prepare for their EQAO tests in June the principal is 

confident that the breakfast program has contributed 

to learning this year and that improvement will be 

seen in their results.

The program at John A Leslie is off  to a great start.



Joseph Brant Senior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 690

The students at Joseph Brant Sr. P.S. face many challenges 

associated with the poverty and violence in their 

neighbourhood. Thanks to the Hadden Family Foundation, 

breakfast is served every day – and will be for years to come!

TFSS is proud to say that we were successful in our efforts to 

advocate for provincial and municipal funding for this school. 

Now in its second year, the program has establish additional 

funding sources and is following best practices for accounting, 

purchasing and food handling. They have come a long way in a 

short time and are on their way to long-term sustainability.
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L’Amoreaux Collegiate Institute – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 165

L’Amoreaux C.I. is located in northwest Scarborough. 

Approximately 20% of  its student population come to 

school early every morning for breakfast and also rely on 

the school for lunch.  For too many, this is the only food 

they eat.  It was devastating when the program had to close 

early for lack of  funding. Thanks to Feeding Hungry Minds, 

they no longer fear having to shut the doors!  The student 

volunteers and teacher supporters have reduced food costs 

and increased fundraising initiatives. They were thrilled 

when one of  their funders learned of  their increased efforts 

and rewarded them with increased funding!  Feeding hungry 

teenagers who can not contribute financially to the program 

is not an easy task but the school knows that the food plays 

a huge part in their ability to learn and so is committed to 

ensuring the program’s sustainability.  

“The importance of breakfast programs for adolescents is enormous.  Too many people think 
that they are only necessary for elementary students and they think that high school students 
should find a job and feed themselves if their parents can’t feed them.  With youth 
unemployment through the roof, very few of my students can find work.  Most that do work 
travel a long way to get there and then give the money their earn to their parents to help 
support the household. These kids are not lazy but they sure are hungry.  Thanks for 
understanding and for helping us with our program.”
- Vice Principal

North East Year Round Alternative Centre – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 60

The students at North East Year Round Alternative School 

face huge challenges, yet they manage to stay in school and 

succeed.  Some students live in shelters, others share rooms 

with 3-4 friends and still others are homeless. A significant 

number of  these young people live on student welfare, which 

is less than $600 per month. Transportation and housing take 

up the majority of  their funds, leaving little or nothing for 

food.

Parental involvement and volunteerism is low to nil and the 

staff  have struggled to find volunteers and funding partners in 

the community.  They are very grateful to the Feeding Hungry 

Minds program for helping to bridge the gap.

TFSS is continuing to work with this struggling program and 

has made this program a priority for the 2014/15 school year.
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Oakridge Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished:    800

Oakridge Jr. P.S. had a very successful year with its 

breakfast program thanks to the help of  the Feeding 

Hungry Minds program!  

The program has grown and it now nourishes 800 

children every day.  Now in its second year, they have 

developed systems and processes and are running a 

well-managed and economical program.

The Toronto Foundation for Student Success 

continues to help the program at Oakridge Jr PS to 

find new funders and develop best-practices. Feeding 

Hungry Minds gave this program the start that it 

needed and it is a true success story.  With the “hand 

up” from the Hadden Family Foundation we are 

pleased to report that this program is now financially 

sustainable.
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Pauline Johnson Junior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 275

Pauline Johnson Jr. P.S. is located near Birchmount Rd. and 

Sheppard Ave.  Incredibly, 68% of  the children in the school 

were born outside of  Canada and 97% of  their parents are 

immigrants. The community cannot afford to contribute 

significantly to the school breakfast program.

The start-up support from the Feeding Hungry Minds 

program has been a true catalyst for invigorating the 

program over the past two years.  The breakfast program 

is now an integral part of  the school, government 

funding has been secured to help and an active volunteer 

base has been established. Most importantly all children 

in the school enjoy a healthy breakfast each and every day. 

The Toronto Foundation for Student Success has made 

this program a fundraising priority and we are very 

pleased to report that core funding has been secured that 

will support this program over the longer term.  We are 

very pleased to report that this program is now 

sustainable.
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R.H. King Academy – Year 2

R.H. King Academy is located at St. Clair Ave. and Kingston 

Rd. This is one of  the oldest secondary schools in 

Scarborough and the community is changing at a rapid rate.  

This is a community in transition and there are ever more 

teens living in challenging circumstances.  

The breakfast program got off  to a great start the first year 

but due  to staffing changes and other internal issues the 

program struggled with volunteers and participation during 

the second year.  Both the TDSB and TFSS have made this 

program a priority for support in the 2014/2015 school year 

and will help the school rebuild its program because the need 

in this community is so high.



Regent Heights Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 520

Thanks to the Hadden Family Foundation, this breakfast 

program was able to purchase a commercial convection 

oven that helped them reduce their food costs by enabling 

the volunteers to make more food from scratch.  

In its second year the program used the funds to buy 

storage containers, baking sheets and other good quality 

kitchen tools to make it easier for them to cook larger 

quantities.  The kids really enjoy the fresh foods and the 

school’s eco club has acknowledged how much less waste 

they are making now that they do not bring in pre-

packaged foods.

When Full Day Kindergarten was introduced at the school 

this year, the breakfast program didn’t miss a beat.  They 

reached out to this new group of  enthusiastic parents to 

contribute to the program and to volunteer.

The program at Regent Heights P.S. is now well 

established and will be able to sustain itself  going forward.
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Scarborough Village Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 185

Scarborough Village P.S. is located near St. Clair Ave. and 

Danforth Ave. This is a unique school that includes a great 

program for  young children with physical handicaps. The children 

and teachers really value the breakfast program which they 

affectionately call “FOOD FOR THOUGHT”.

There is a strong parent volunteer base with fundraising 

experience at Scarborough Village P.S., and working with the 

Toronto Foundation for Student Success, support from the 

broader community has been secured to help ensure viability for 

the program. This program will be sustainable even after support 

from the Hadden Family Foundation has ended.  A true story of  

achievement and success!



Sir Alexander McKenzie Senior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 418

Sir Alexander Mackenzie Sr. P.S. is located off  of  Brimley Rd., 

north of  Sheppard Ave. 

Nourishing 418 youth every day is a major undertaking but the 

school has seen a difference in student behaviour and morale

and they are desperate to keep the program afloat.   Last year, 

the school was able to transform its snack program into a 

universal morning meal program for every student but they 

have faced hurdles sustaining it in its second year.    They have 

initiated fundraising drives and external outreach but they have 

come up short of  their targets.  

The school is still committed to their goal of  feeding all their 

students every morning and they are grateful for support from 

the Feeding Hungry Minds program.  

TFSS will continue to work closely with this program in the 

2014/2015 school year.  
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Sir Wilfrid Laurier Collegiate Institute – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 70

Sir Wilfrid Laurier C.I. draws students from Markham Rd. and 

Eglinton Ave, the “Kingston Motel strip” and from Morningside 

Ave. and Lawrence Ave. 

The breakfast program at Sir Wilfrid Laurier C.I. is overseen by a 

dedicated teacher and supported by numerous student volunteers 

who help prepare and serve the food to their peers. Key to this 

program’s success was the equipment that they were able to buy for 

food storage and preparation thanks to the Feeding Hungry Minds 

program! Participation in the program grew from 55 to 110 last 

year but has leveled off  at 70 students per day this year.

Coming to the end of  the second year we are confident that the 

breakfast program at Sir Wilfrid Laurier is developing both the 

internal support and external support necessary for long-term 

sustainability.
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Sprucecourt Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 420

Sprucecourt P.S. is a kindergarten to grade 7 school in the Regent 

Park neighbourhood of  Toronto where many of  the students are 

second and third English-language learners. The largest language 

groups are Bengali, Mandarin, Cantonese, Tamil and Somali which 

comprise 86% of  the first languages spoken by the students.

This is an extremely low income community and the program 

relies almost totally on external partners for funding. TFSS has 

been helping the program secure volunteers and funding partners.  

We are very pleased to report two new long-term partnerships 

have been develop: the first, a group of  retired teachers who 

continue to care deeply about the issues surrounding education in 

Toronto and the second a group of  REMAX real estate agents 

who are volunteering and making monthly donations.

We will continue to work with the team at Sprucecourt P.S. in their 

long-term goal of  sustainability.

Stephen Leacock Collegiate Institute – Year 2 

Number of  children nourished: 800

Stephen Leacock C.I. is located in the Birchmount Ave. and 

Shepard Ave. area of  northwest Scarborough. 

This incredible program took another huge leap forward this year!  

In their first year, the program went from serving 180 students to 

a whopping 500. With the support of  the Feeding Hungry Minds 

program, they purchased a toaster, trolleys, blenders and 

miscellaneous kitchen equipment to facilitate the logistics of  

preparing such a large amount of  food.  This put them in a great 

position for the increased demand that came next.  Last year the 

program grew to a full-school program that provides daily 

breakfast for 800 young minds!  

Additionally, they made their case for both the municipal and 

provincial governments and were rewarded with the kind of  

significant, core funding that a program of  this scale needs in 

order to be sustainable. 

This program would not have had the chance to develop into an 

integrated and sustainable part of  the experience at Stephen 

Leacock C.I. without the initial support of  Feeding Hungry Minds 

and the Hadden Family Foundation!



Subway Academy 1 – Year 2

Number of  children nourished:  75

The students a Subway Academy 1 are struggling to stay in school. 

For most of  these teens, life has been tough. A full 56% of  the 

students don’t eat breakfast every day. 

Subway Academy 1 invested the funding from Feed Tomorrow in 

equipment to help them reduce food costs (a freezer, a toaster oven, 

a kettle and a griddle) which has improved the quality of  the food 

they serve at the same time as they are saving money. 

TFSS continues to work with the school administration to find new 

funding partners to help this program truly achieve sustainability.  
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Tecumseh Senior Public School – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 65

The breakfast program at Tecumseh Sr. P.S. has experienced  ups 

and downs over the past two years.  The first year the school grew 

from a breakfast program for 40 children per day to a universal 

morning meal for more than 270 children. A lack of  volunteers and 

funding made nourishing this many children impossible to sustain 

and the school has again switched gears.  They have now reverted 

back to a before-school program and are serving  65 children every 

morning.  For Tecumseh the growth came too quickly and they had 

to retrench.

The principal at this school is committed to the breakfast program 

and to supporting slow and steady growth as the program works 

towards sustainability.  



Westview Centennial Collegiate Institute – Year 2

Number of  children nourished: 1375

Westview Centennial C.I. is located in the Jane St. and Finch Ave. 

area of  Toronto..

The Feeding Hungry Minds program continues to help ensure that 

the students at Westview Centennial C.I. have the healthy food 

necessary for health and learning.  The nutrition coordinator has 

done a great job of  finding efficiencies and recruiting student 

volunteers.  

Securing adequate funding for such a large program is certainly 

challenging but the administrative team at Westview Centennial C.I. 

and staff  at the Toronto Foundation for Student Success continue 

to work together to find new funding sources.  

“What a difference it has made to be able to make 
our own food!  The students who help learn about 
cooking, shopping and responsibility.  I’ve been 
helping this program for 3 years and I feel that this 
has been our best year by far. Thank you!”

- Program Coordinator

Walter Perry Junior Public School – Year  2

Number of  children nourished: 400

The new breakfast program at Walter Perry Jr PS has had a 

great impact on the school community.  Parent volunteers 

are really engaged and parent contributions to the program 

have increased throughout the year.  Teachers have noticed 

that having breakfast for all students has improved the 

behaviour of  the students and is impacting the learning.  

They have also reported that more parents are engaging 

with teachers because they are more comfortable being in 

the school.  

The program is off  to a solid start and will be working on 

community outreach during the 2014/2015 school year. 

They are committed to working to find new funding 

partners to ensure this program’s long-term success.
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beyond 3:30 - Dixon Grove Jr. Middle School Site

As we approach the end of  the first year of  beyond 3:30 
at Dixon Grove Jr. M.S. we are excited to report that this 

program reached all of  its early targets!  The program is 

full every night and is well established as part of  the 

school.  

We are currently collecting the surveys and reports that 

help us formally evaluate beyond 3:30 every year and we 

are confident that the results will match the feedback we 

have already received first hand.  The principal is thrilled 

with the program and is asking for the program to grow 

so that we can register more students every day! 

The Jr. Chefs program has been extremely popular at 

Dixon Grove and the reason many children joined the 

program in the first place.  Before beyond 3:30, 70% of  

these students were not involved in sports activities even 

once a week.  Between the active games at the beginning 

of  the program, the hour of  sports in the middle and the 

Walking School Bus home, these students are now getting 

more physical activity in a day that they used to in a week. 
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beyond 3:30 - Charles Gordon Sr. Public School

In one short year, the beyond 3:30 program at Charles 

Gordon Sr. Public School has had an enormous impact 

on the youth who participate.  Full every night, this 

program is loved by students, parents and teachers 

alike.  The Jr Chefs program is the glue that has 

bonded them together. Right from the start they took 

the cooking program seriously, requesting recipes and 

suggesting Iron-Chef  type competitions. 

Each beyond 3:30 site hosts bi-monthly community 

dinner for parents, siblings and daytime school staff.  

At our Charles Gordon site these dinners were 

immediately successful with more people attending 

than at any of  our other sites. Teachers and parents 

now have the opportunity to sit around a table together 

in a setting far less stressful than a parent-teacher 

interview.

The students and program staff  have turned the 

dinners into major events with performances, speeches 

and awards.  The skills and confidence these students 

are gaining will last them into high school and beyond!

beyond 3:30 - Maple Leaf  Public School

This small school has shown huge progress in their first year.  There 

are only 100 students in grades 6-8 at Maple Leaf  and 64 of  them 

registered for beyond 3:30 .   Located in the Priority Neighbourhood 

of  Weston – Mt Denis this area experiences too much gang related 

violence and young middle-school students are most at risk.  Those 

who come to beyond 3:30 are now safe every day – from right after 

school until we walk them home.  And while they are with us, they have 

the chance to learn many life-skills and grow into a community.  

Before we established the program last year, many students went 

hungry at least once a week.  Now they can come to beyond 3:30 
every night, learn to cook, eat a healthy meal and have access to health 

and education programs that will help them improve their chances for 

long-term success! 
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Banting and Best Public School

Banting and Best P.S. is located near the intersection of  McCowan Road and Steeles Avenue.  Of  the 416 children enrolled in this school, 367 

speak a first language other than English and 93% of  their parents were born outside of  Canada.  The families in this community struggle 

with poverty issues and 66% have an annual household income of  under $50,000.  They are working hard but not earning enough to purchase 

a home or manage the ever-increasing costs associated with living in Toronto and raising children.  The breakfast program will start in 

September.  Basic equipment has been purchased and provincial funding has been secured but the program needs support as it gets off  the 

ground.  With support, we expect this program to meet the needs of  the children and become sustainable over three years.

Malvern Junior Public School

The new breakfast program at Malvern Jr. P.S. will make a huge difference to children in Scarborough already facing barriers to success.  

These families work hard and yet still struggle to get by.  While 62% of  parents have a university/college degree, over 70% have annual are 

low income.  Nearly 90% of  parents were born outside of  Canada and we can see that they are doing their best to make a better life for their 

children. Knowing that breakfast is there for their children every morning – and that they are more likely to eat it at school with their peers –

gives parents one less thing to worry about.  The school administrators have their plan set and have a committed coordinator in place.  They 

have tested their processes over the last two months and are ready to fully launch in September the help of  the Feeding Young Minds 

program.
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With the funds saved from programs who have achieved early sustainability or had to put their 

program on pause, we recommend reallocating  these resources to the following three breakfast 

programs.

Melody Village Junior School 

Melody Village J. S. another example of  a promising program in its infancy.  The community is eager to see a healthy morning meal served 

to all its children every morning. The teachers are committed to supporting this program as they know the difference it will make in 

behaviour and learning.  The school has been granted provincial funding but as that will only cover 10% of  the cost of  food but they 

know they have a lot of  work ahead!  We are committed to working with this new program to give this struggling program a helping hand. 
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Revised Allocation Recommendations
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